CLEAN PROCESS
Features a waste containment system that collects the debris in an attached container.

FAST REMOVAL
The metal blade allows the Texture Terminator to easily scrape away unwanted ceiling texture using minimal effort, saving time.

EASY TO USE
Snap-on handle adjusts quickly and easily to accommodate operator and ceiling height. Metal blades are replaceable.

QUALITY TOOL
Texture Terminator is a commercial grade, light weight, adjustable tool that allows operator to work comfortably overhead.

For more information please visit us on the Web at:
www.textureterminator.com

SAVES TIME, SAVES MONEY . . .

The Texture Terminator can pay for itself with your very first ceiling texture removal project. Your drywall tool to an efficient and clean job.

Removes the old texture at a faster rate than the hand held blades typically used. The blade design drops the debris into the bucket, decreasing your cleanup time at the end of the process.

This contractor grade product is engineered to be durable and easy to use. Extra care was taken in selection of container and quick release handle to ensure a quality product that will hold up time and time again.

Do you dread removing ceiling texture for your customer’s remodeling jobs? Spending too much time cleaning up debris so it is not tracked across the home or business? Would you like to make that dirty job clean? Increase profits by saving time? Improve the satisfaction of your customer?

The Texture Terminator will eliminate 90% of the mess, saves cleanup time, and so much more . . . .

Designed and engineered by a contractor that felt the same way you do, this tool features a quality aluminum cast blade head engineered to drop the debris into the container, eliminating the mess commonly found on the floor. The containment system is light weight for that overhead job, weighing less than 4 pounds.

Snap-on the telescoping handle; it adjusts to the operator and ceiling height. The quick release handle detaches for easy tool cleanup and storage. An added bonus feature is the blades are replaceable.

And at the end of the removal process you will see a smile your customer’s face knowing you got the job done quickly and kept the mess down to a minimum.
Testimonials

Apartment Maintenance Manager

“The Texture Terminator removes painted ceiling texture 25% faster compared to using a ladder and scraping knife. Saves at least 75% on cleanup time. Thanks!”

General Contractor

“Amazing product!!! It works great, is durable and easy to use. Best of all, eliminates the mess my clients often complained about before.”

Residential Builder Contractor

“The Texture Terminator is a tool that will be given to all of our workers and will be used for all of our ceiling finishing jobs. This is a must have tool!”

Stainless Steel Blade Scraper
Quality, durable blade engineered to remove ceiling texture with ease, its replaceable too!

Snap on Handle and Go
Quick connect and release handle with telescoping pole adjusts from 36” to 72” making overhead work more comfortable.

Sits Solidly on the Floor
The stable base prevents tipping over when unit is set down. Just grab the handle to start again.

Empties with a Quick “Turn N Dump”
To empty the old ceiling texture just turn it over a barrel or bucket. If anything sticks, give it a shake or two.

Product Features

Made in the USA